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Abstract: In this work the means of non-invasive
determination of increased electrical conductivity
paths on the surface of the heart muscle have been
presented. The proposed method of computer
simulation allows to obtain the map of epicardial
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- potential generatedbiy the heart,
- conductivity function,

isochrones which is displaying the propagation of the
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electrical impulse generated by the heaft. That map is
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being calculated on the basis of the maps of
epicardial potentials which åre the result of the
solving the inverse problem. Presented problem has
been illustrated with the numerical example for the
experimental data obtained in the case of dysrythmic
patient.
INTRODUCTION

The reason of dysrlthmia is propagation in improper
way the electrical wave generated by the heart muscle.
This is the result of increased conductivity in the track of
conductivity on the heart surface. The localization of that
phenomenon is possible only in invasive way (in practice
during the surgery).
The aim of ow researches is determination of those
regions in non-invasive way, by means of the method of
computer simulation of the field generated lry the heart.
The proposed method is based on the solving the inverse
problem determining the epicardral potentials in given
moments of time. On the basis of calculated epicardial
potentials, for different moments of time, the epicardial
isochrones are being calculate4 i.e. there is determined
the time, when the maximum of the amplitude of the
generated wave achieves a given place on the heart
surface.
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Cross-section of the chest

The inverse problem for determination of epicardial
maps is being established in following way: it is
necessary to determine the values of potentials on the
heart surfacell, generating on the surface .S potentials
il,S). with the condrtion (2a). From a mathematical
point ofview one can say, that on the boundary H arc
being found the boundary conditions fulfilling the
conditions assumed in advance on the bound S.
The values fiH)are being calculated for the moments
Tr,Tr,...,\, and then for each knot of a surface Jt1 1in
the drscrete model) a moment of time for the maximal
value ot Q(H) is being determined:
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n -number of examined

moments of time,

j = 1,2,...,.1tr -number of knots on a surface Hrn
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APPLIED METHOD
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myocardium, considered as a quasistatical one, with
assumptions given in publication [] and with symbols as
in Fig,1., has been described in a following way:
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discrete model.

FORMULATING TI{E PROBLEM
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The determination of epicardial isochrones requires to
solve at least a doznn or so, but more often several dozen

inverse boundary problems. In this case the method
applying the finite elements method with non-linear
regularization has been used. That fast method has been
discussed in details in publication [2]. In the proposed
algoritlun, at first the sensitivity matrix on the basis of
the unitary distributions is being calculated. It allows to
form the following algebraic set:

v .ö(H) = /(S)
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PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

where

V

-sensitivity matrix,

6,H) -potential on the heart surface
6,5) -potential on the torso surface
Problem of searching for approximate solution of the
equation (4) one has to consider as the problem with
constraints, where minimized aim function is FIil,H)l
-the expression being the measure of rests of the equation
(4). So, the aim function takes a form:

tr1,0@)l - /(,s)
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After introducing the non-linear regularuation the aim
function is modified and after that it is expressed as

For the numerical realization there have been made:
-discretization of investigated region on 8024 elements,
-forming the matrix of conductivity factors,
-calculation of the unitary distributions,
-solving the algebraic set applying the iterative
procedure with non-linear regularization,
-analysis of potentials of each knot on the surface äin
dependence on time and determination of a moment of
tinte for the maxirnal value of potential.
Performing above procedures for formerly discussed data

the epicardial isochronic map has been obtained

follows:

F^10(H)l = tr[ ö(H)]+ s[ Q{,H)]
where

gl,il,H)l

(see

Fig,3).
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-the function depending on vector of

solutions.

To obtain the credible results it is necessary to introduce
the bounds concerning the maximal value of searched
potential.

In this case the tunction

gtil,H)l

takes the form:

sl^@)l = o[ 0@)]' .lö{,H)]
where
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- weightparameter.

MATERIALS
In numerical experiments there were the following data
to use.
- Body Surface Potential Maps (BSPM's) for dysrythmic
patient, measured with the system Cardiag 128 [3],
referred to the QRS with duration l80ms and distances
2ms between the successive measurements,
- Map of epicardial isochrones (for the anterior heart
wall) measured directly on the heart surface of above
patient during the operation (see Fig.z).
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Fig.3 Map of epicardial potentials calculated with the
computer simulation method.
CONCLUSION

The calculated map of epicardral isochrones shows the
region of increased conductivity at the same area as the
measured ffiap, i.e. the region included between the
isochrones 50ms and 60 ms. However, the shapes of
calculated and measured isochrones differ each other.
That fact is caused lry two main reasons:
l. Applying the geometrical - conductivity model not
considering the parameters of indrvidual patient.

2.

Performing the measurement

of

isochrones in

condition of the open chest; it rneans different condrtions
of the heart activity regardrng the conditions (the closed
chest) in which the calculations of epicardial isochrones
with computer simulation method have been performed.
Carried investigations have proved, that in the further

it is important to take into consideration the
individual patient's geometrical - conductivity
tests

parameters as well as to introduce the correction of the
measured isochrones because of the different conditions
of the heart activity wlule the chest is open.
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